Problem 1. Given a, 0 < a < 2, and rQ, 0 < rn < 1, /'/ f(z) = z + 2°"_2 a zn is in S with \aA = a, find the maximum of M(rQ, f). This can be seen by using a geometric characterization of B(a,ß) due to Sheil-Small (see [9, Theorem 2J) . Therefore it is worthwhile to consider Problem 1 in B. To do this we first suppose that a is fixed, 0 < a < <*, and ß = 0.
For given a, 0 < a < 2, we introduce the functions F(-, o), 1 < o< 2a + 1, defined by «.« *,,.).<.it r****** JT {«/; d -o2a+2-a(i + Cf where z eK and
Let (1.6) rx = max {a-Y2 (a + \)a, l], r2 = max|a+ 1 -V2(a+ l)a, lj.
For fj < o< r2 we observe that F(., a) is in B(a, 0) and F(z, o)= z + az2 + • • •• Then we shall prove Theorem 1. Let a and rQ be fixed numbers where 0< a < 2 and 0< rQ < 1.
Let f(z) =z+ 2~a2 anz" be in B(a, 0) with |«2| = a. Then
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use is defined as in (1.4) with a = ou.
We remark that (1.10) implies aQ, for 0 < a < 2, is an increasing function of a and aQ -» + <» as a -» 2. Also, we remark that the extremal function F(-, l)
in Theorem 2 for 0 < a < 2 is in B(a,ß) only when a » an and ß =■ 0, since otherwise it could not be extremal. Finally we remark for / as in Theorem 2 that lim ^o. a Sri< ¿¡(aQ). This inequality follows directly from Theorem 2 and a theorem of Hayman (see [4, Theorem 5.7J ).
In §5 we compare the bound given by (1.9) with the bound given by (1.2) for different values of a. We also discuss mapping properties of the function F (-, l) for a=Vi, 1, 2, and 0 < a < 2 in this section. 
If Q(r) is real for 0 < r < 1, then
Equality holds only for Q(z) = (1 + 2bz + z2)/(l -z2), z € K.
Proof. From the hypotheses on Q we have Q = (l + <w)/(l -co), where a> is as in Lemma 1. Applying Lemma 1 and using the fact that the function x -» (l + x)/(l -x) is increasing for -1 < x < I, we get Lemma 2. Equality holds only for i¡f(z) = z(l -z)-l~b(l + z)6"1.
Proof. From the hypotheses on tfr we have zifr'(z)/i¡r(z) = Q(z), where Q is as in Lemma 2. Applying Lemma 2 and integrating we get Lemma 3.
We now prove (1.7) of Theorem 1. Let a and rQ be fixed numbers where 0<a<2 and0<r0< 1. Let / 6ß(a,0) and f(z)= z+ 2"a2 anzn with |a2| = a. Jo (l_s)2a+2-(l+srL(l+s2+2cs) + 1O^l + s>/J^<0' for r2 < a< 2a + 1. Hence F(rQ, o)< F(rQ,r2), r2 <o<2a+ 1.
If 1 < a< Tj, then cQ < c < -1, which is a contradiction to the fact that -l<cQ < L We conclude that (1.7) is true.
If a > 2a/(a + l), then r2 = 1, and from (1.7) we have M(rQ, f)< F(r0, l).
From Lemmas 1-3 and (2.4), we deduce that equality can hold only for rotations of F(-, 1).
Next we prove (1.8). First suppose that a -(a + l)a/2 < 1. Then from (1.5) we see that c> (a + l)a/2 -a > -1 for r^ =. 1 < ct< r2. It follows from this in- (o7a>) log \f'(p)\ < (2p + 4)/(l -p2), 0 < p < 1.
(For a proof see Hayman [4, p. 5).) Also, |/(r)| < f0 \f'(p)\ dp. Using,these ob-., servations we deduce that Using the differential calculus we deduce for 0 < a < 2 that an is the unique root of equation (1.10). We now discuss the mapping properties of F(-, l). If a = 2 and 0 < a. < oo, then F(z, 1) = z/(l -z)2, z e K. In general for a fixed a, 0 < a < », and a, 0 < a < 2, the image domain corresponding to K under the mapping F(«t l) does not have a simple geometric description. Therefore we consider only the cases a = Vi, 1, 2, and 0 < a < 2, where such a description is possible. If 0 < a < 2 and c is as in (1.5) with o= 1, we let As a -»2 the parabolic arcs approach the line segment (-o», -%].
Second if a = 1, and 0 < a < 2, then F maps K onto the region whose complement is the line segments:
Re u < Re y, Im u = Im y, Re a < Re y, Im a = -Im y.
Third, if a = 2, then from an analysis similar to the case a = %, we find that F(., l) maps K onto a region whose complement is the hyperbolic arcs: 2uv = Im y, u2 -v2 > Re y, v> 0, 2uv= -ltny, u -v > Re y, v<0.
Again as a -► 2 the hyperbolic arcs approach the line segment (-°«, -%].
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